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Artwork documentation from 1990 - 1996 includes portraits of Greer Lankton's dolls being displayed and posed in various positions
and displayed. Photographs of dolls in various stages of construction and deconstruction. Dolls include Acrobat on Red Ball, More
Morphine, Oh Hi Hon! (What a Mess), Blue Babe, Candy Darling Bust, Sissy's Torso, Armless Torsos, Twiggy, Sissy Satan, Self-
Portrait doll, Ellen & Freddie, The Pinheads: Gail and Harold, Grandma Myrtle, Chit & Chat, other unidentified dolls. Includes
shrines to idols and crucified dolls.

GL.S.372, Small Doll in Red Dress, applying lipstick against a blue background, 1995
GL.S.373, Small Doll in Red Dress, applying lipstick against a blue background - close up, 1995
GL.S.374, Small Doll in Red Dress, applying lipstick against a blue background - close up, 1995
GL.S.375, Small Doll in Red Dress, applying lipstick against in Greer's studio with a tall dall in the background, 1995
GL.S.376, Small Doll in Red Dress, applying lipstick against a blue background - close up from behind, 1995
GL.S.377, Small Doll in Red Dress, applying lipstick against a blue background - close up from the side, 1995
GL.S.378, Small Doll in Red Dress, applying lipstick against a blue background - close up from the front, 1995
GL.S.379, Muffin in Pink Dress Sitting on Red Chair looking sideways, 1995
GL.S.380, Muffin in Pink Dress Sitting on Red Chair looking toward, 1995
GL.S.381, Small Doll in Red Dress, applying lipstick - in Greer's Studio, 1995
GL.S.382, Acrobat doing a handstand on a red ball, 1995
GL.S.383, Greer Lankton with More Morphine, Braided Head Bust against a white background, 1995
GL.S.384, Braided Head Bust against a red background - detail, 1995
GL.S.385, Braided Head Bust against a red background, 1995
GL.S.386, Braided Head Bust against a white background - facing forward - looking sideways, 1995
GL.S.387, Braided Head Bust against a white background - facing forward, 1995
GL.S.388, Braided Head Bust against a white background - facing forward, 1995
GL.S.389, Braided Head Bust against a red background - detail, 1995
GL.S.390, Braided Head Bust against a red background - detail, 1995
GL.S.391, More Morphine head shot, 1995
GL.S.392, More Morphine head shot - to the side, 1995
GL.S.393, More Morphine portrait, 1995
GL.S.394, More Morphine portrait - closer, 1995
GL.S.395, Head shot of More Morphine, 1995
GL.S.396, More Morphine in bed with a floral bed spread, 1995
GL.S.397, More Morphine in bed with a teddy bear, with a floral bed spread, 1995
GL.S.398, More Morphine in bed with a floral bed spread, 1995
GL.S.399, More Morphine in bed with a floral bed spread - detail, 1995
GL.S.400, Blue Babe on a stand against an off-white/blue background, 1995
GL.S.401, Armless Torso hanging on an off-white wall, 1995
GL.S.402, Torso hanging on an off-white wall, 1995
GL.S.403, Candy Darling Bust against a red background, looking left, 1995
GL.S.404, Candy Darling Bust against a blue background from the back, 1995
GL.S.417, Portrait of an individual with arms crossed in a plush interior, 1995
GL.S.418, Portrait of a blond doll naked from the waist up wearing earrings on a blue background, 1995
GL.S.419, Detail - Portrait of a blond doll wearing earrings on a blue background, 1985
GL.S.420, Detail - Portrait of a blond doll, 1985
GL.S.421, Doll wearing jeans topless against a gold background with black stars, 1985
GL.S.422, Doll wearing jeans topless against a gold background with black stars, 1985
GL.S.423, Doll wearing jeans topless against a gold background with black stars, 1985
GL.S.424, Detail - Doll wearing jeans topless against a gold background with black stars, 1995
GL.S.425, Doll wearing jeans topless against a gold background with piles of cash, 1985
GL.S.426, Blond doll portrait, blurred gold and balck, with spots of red, 1995
GL.S.427, Blond doll portrait standing against a silver backdrop, 1995
GL.S.428, Blond doll portrait, horizonal surrounded by black stars on a gold background with piles of money, 1995
GL.S.429, Blond doll wearing a fir-coat and necklace standing against a silver background, 1995
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GL.S.430, Portrait of a blond doll holding a round object, 1995
GL.S.431, Blond doll portrait, horizonal surrounded by black stars on a gold background with piles of money, 1995
GL.S.432, Blond doll wearing a fir-coat and necklace standing against a silver background, 1995
GL.S.433, Blurred photograph of a friend holding a plate, 1995
GL.S.434, Reflection of a doll in what appears to be the window of Einsteins, with vases visible in the background, blurred, 1995
GL.S.435, Head-shot if a blond doll wearing red fairy lights in her hair, 1995
GL.S.436, Blurred portrait of a blond doll against a background with piles of money beside a round banner of sorts dated 1995,
1995
GL.S.437, Different angle - Blurred portrait of a blond doll against a background with piles of money, 1995
GL.S.438, Blond doll wearing a fir-coat and necklace standing against a silver background, 1995
GL.S.439, Different angle - Blurred portrait of a blond doll against a background with piles of money, 1995
GL.S.440, Blond doll against a blue background, blurred - detail, headshot, 1995
GL.S.441, Blond doll with necklace and earrings against a graphic background, 1995
GL.S.1024, Small doll in red and purple dress and blue tennis shoes in dramatic pose, leaning against gold cherub statuette, on
purple radiator
GL.S.1025, Alternate View, leftward angle- Small doll in red and purple dress and blue tennis shoes in dramatic pose, leaning
against gold cherub statuette, on purple radiator
GL.S.1026, Alternate View, directly on- Small doll in red and purple dress and blue tennis shoes in dramatic pose, leaning
against gold cherub statuette, on purple radiator
GL.S.2185, Life size doll stands in a dirty kitchen, with broom, gatorade bottle, and ice cream box
GL.S.2186, Copy- Life size doll stands in a dirty kitchen, with broom, gatorade bottle, and ice cream box
GL.S.2187, Copy- Life size doll stands in a dirty kitchen, with broom, gatorade bottle, and ice cream box
GL.S.2188, Photo of doll with long, curly brown hair and black top with a gold chain, taken from high angle and extremely blurry
GL.S.2189, Small doll, photographed from a very low angle and looking up, circa 1995
GL.S.2190, Small doll in red gingham dress with blonde ponytail laid on black cloth background
GL.S.2191, Copy - Small doll in red gingham dress with blonde ponytail laid on black cloth background
GL.S.2192, Doll with stringy red hair leaning against black cabinet, wearing green patterned top and red patterned pants
GL.S.2193, Doll with stringy red hair leaning against black cabinet, wearing green patterned jacket over cropped top and mouth
in something like a grimace
GL.S.2194, Close up portrait of doll with stringy red hair, strong features, and a grimace with patchy lipstick
GL.S.2195, Close up portrait of doll with stringy red hair, strong features, and a grimace with patchy lipstick
GL.S.2196, Photo of an eldery man wearing pink scarf and necklace in Lankton's apartment, blurry
GL.S.2197, Photo of an old man with a few dolls, blurry and extremely over exposed so details are hard to make out
GL.S.2198, Photo of an old man with several dolls in Lankton's apartment, blurry and extremely over exposed so details are
hard to make out
GL.S.2199, Photo of an old man with several dolls in Lankton's apartment, blurry and extremely over exposed so details are
hard to make out
GL.S.2200, Portrait of an elderly man wearing pink scarf and ivy leaves, holding doll Muffin and surrounded by several dolls
sitting in Lankton's apartment
GL.S.2201, One of Lankton's dolls sitting topless in the dark, only partially illuminated by green light
GL.S.2202, Portrait of pale doll with black lipstick and long, dark hair
GL.S.2203, Close up portrait of doll with short red hair, red eyebrows, and red lipstick, with green eyes and wearing pearl
layered necklace
GL.S.2204, Photo of doll with long, dark, hair, with black lipstick, and heavy eye line
GL.S.2205, Copy- Photo of doll with long, dark, hair, with black lipstick, and heavy eye line
GL.S.2206, Copy- Photo of doll with long, dark, hair, with black lipstick, and heavy eye line
GL.S.2207, Copy- small doll in red gingham dress and blonde ponytail suspended in darkness
GL.S.2211, Copy- Disembodied doll hands, one laid on its back fingers up, palm being split by exacto knife [or syringe] held in
other hand and wrapped in gold chain set on black plastic, circa 1990
GL.S.2212, Copy - Disembodied doll hands, one laid on its back fingers up, palm being split by exacto knife [or syringe] held in
other hand and wrapped in gold chain set on black plastic, circa 1990
GL.S.2213, Copy - Disembodied doll hands, one laid on its back fingers up, palm being split by exacto knife [or syringe] held in
other hand and wrapped in gold chain set on black plastic, circa 1990
GL.S.2214, Doll with short red hair and bangs, nude but for layered pearl necklace, holding two other smaller dolls, circa 1990
GL.S.2215, Copy - Sculpture of a square piece of skin surrounding a navel [cast], stretch across wire square and pierced with
wire, circa 1990
GL.S.2216, Copy- Doll standing up, in profile, wearing red stockings, green tutu, and low black tube top with nipples peeking
out, and large red bow, circa 1990
GL.S.2217, Copy- Doll standing up, in profile, wearing red stockings, green tutu, and low black tube top with nipples peeking
out, and large red bow, circa 1990
GL.S.2218, Copy- Photo of doll with long, dark, hair, with black lipstick, and heavy eye line, circa 1990
GL.S.2219, Copy- Photo of doll with large nose, pencil thin eye brows, and red bow, circa 1990
GL.S.2487, Portrait of Gail the Pinhead stood outside in an alley, in front of a brick wall, circa 1990
GL.S.2488, Portrait of Gail the Pinhead stood on the street, in tutu and corset and stockings, in profile view with exaggerated
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nose, circa 1990
GL.S.2489, Portrait of Gail the Pinhead stood on the street, in tutu and corset and stockings, in profile view with exaggerated
nose, circa 1990
GL.S.2490, Portrait of Gail the Pinhead stood on the street, in tutu and corset and stockings, in profile view with exaggerated
nose, circa 1990
GL.S.2491, Copy- Portrait of Gail the Pinhead stood on the street, in tutu and corset and stockings, in profile view with
exaggerated nose, circa 1990
GL.S.2492, Portrait of Gail the Pinhead stood on the street, in tutu and corset and stockings, taken at a high angle , chest facing
camera but head turned to the left, circa 1990
GL.S.2493, Copy- Portrait of Gail the Pinhead stood on the street, in tutu and corset and stockings, taken at a high angle , chest
facing camera but head turned to the left, circa 1990
GL.S.2494, Close up portrait of Gail the Pinhead taken at a high level, head turned, on the street, horizontal crop, circa 1990
GL.S.2495, Close up portrait of Gail the Pinhead taken at a high level, head turned, on the street, horizontal crop with tutu just in
frame, in warm lighting, circa 1990
GL.S.2496, Photo of a small, nude doll, very pale with bright red hair in a short style, thin, posed with hips to one side, circa 1990
GL.S.2497, Photo of a small, nude doll, very pale with bright red hair in a short style, thin, posed with hips to one side, circa 1990
GL.S.2498, Portrait of Gail the Pinhead stood in an alley in front of some graffiti, wearing a neon green tutu and low black corset
top, with blue evening gloves nd orange stockings, circa 1990
GL.S.2499, Portrait of Gail the Pinhead stood in an alley in front of some graffiti, wearing a neon green tutu and low black corset
top, with blue evening gloves and orange stockings, circa 1990
GL.S.2500, Portrait of Gail the Pinhead stood in an alley in front of some graffiti, wearing a neon green tutu and low black corset
top, with blue evening gloves and orange stockings, circa 1990
GL.S.2501, Portrait of Gail the Pinhead stood in an alley in front of some graffiti, wearing a neon green tutu and low black corset
top, with blue evening gloves and orange stockings, circa 1990
GL.S.2502, Portrait of Gail the Pinhead stood in an alley in front of some graffiti, wearing a neon green tutu and low black corset
top, with blue evening gloves and orange stockings, circa 1990
GL.S.2503, Copy- Portrait of Gail the Pinhead stood in an alley in front of some graffiti, wearing a neon green tutu and low black
corset top, with blue evening gloves and orange stockings, circa 1990
GL.S.2504, Portrait of Gail the Pinhead doll, back to camera, head turned to show profile, she wears tutu and corset with
evening gloves and a ponytail secured by a red bow, circa 1990
GL.S.2505, Photo of Gail the Pinhead doll stood on the steps to a stoop on the street, her body turned to the side, wearing
tutu,courset, stockings, and evening gloves, circa 1990
GL.S.2506, Photo of Gail the Pinhead doll stood on the steps to a stoop on the street, her body turned to the side, wearing
tutu,courset, stockings, and evening gloves, circa 1990
GL.S.2507, Copy- Photo of Gail the Pinhead doll stood on the steps to a stoop on the street, her body turned to the side,
wearing tutu, corset, stockings, and evening gloves, circa 1990
GL.S.2508, Photo of Gail the Pinhead doll stood on the steps to a stoop on the street, her body turned towards the camera, chin
tilted up, wearing tutu, corset, stockings, and evening gloves, circa 1990
GL.S.2509, Photo of Gail the Pinhead doll stood on the steps to a stoop on the street, her body turned towards the camera, chin
tilted up, wearing tutu, corset, stockings, and evening gloves, circa 1990
GL.S.2510, Photo of Gail the Pinhead standing on a table inside an apartment, wearing her tutu and corset outfit, circa 1990
GL.S.2511, Photo of Gail the Pinhead standing on a table inside an apartment, wearing her tutu and corset outfit, circa 1990
GL.S.2512, Photo of Gail the Pinhead standing on a table inside an apartment, wearing her tutu and corset outfit while turned
away from camera, circa 1990
GL.S.2513, Portrait of doll Gail the Pinhead standing in an alley, wearing tutu and corset outfit, looking off to the left, circa 1990
GL.S.3824, Photograph of Self-Portrait Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton, circa 1992
GL.S.3825, Photograph of Self-Portrait Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton, circa 1992
GL.S.3826, Photograph of Self-Portrait Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton, circa 1992
GL.S.3827, Photograph of Self-Portrait Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton, circa 1992
GL.S.3828, Photograph of Self-Portrait Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton, circa 1992
GL.S.3829, Photograph of Self-Portrait Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton, circa 1992
GL.S.3830, Photograph of Self-Portrait Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton, circa 1992
GL.S.3831, Photograph of Self-Portrait Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton, circa 1992
GL.S.3832, Photograph of Self-Portrait Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton, circa 1992
GL.S.3833, Photograph of Self-Portrait Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton, circa 1992
GL.S.3834, Photograph of Self-Portrait Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton, circa 1992
GL.S.3835, Photograph of Self-Portrait Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton, circa 1992
GL.S.3836, Unidentified Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton with "Love Me" heart etched on chest, circa 1992
GL.S.3837, Unidentified Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton with "Love Me" heart etched on chest, circa 1992
GL.S.3838, Unidentified Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton with "Love Me" heart etched on chest, circa 1992
GL.S.3839, Unidentified Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton with "Love Me" heart etched on chest, circa 1992
GL.S.3840, Unidentified Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton with "Love Me" heart etched on chest, circa 1992
GL.S.3841, Photograph of Self-Portrait Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton, circa 1992
GL.S.3842, Photograph of Self-Portrait Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton, circa 1992
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GL.S.3843, Photograph of Self-Portrait Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton, circa 1992
GL.S.3844, Photograph of Crucifix and other religious iconography, circa 1992
GL.S.3845, Photograph of Self-Portrait Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton, circa 1992
GL.S.3846, Photograph of Self-Portrait Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton, circa 1992
GL.S.3847, Unidentifed Doll created by Greer Lankton Lankton with large bust, large belly, wearing red dress, circa 1992
GL.S.3934, Portrait of Greer Lankton Lankton's Twiggy doll, circa 1992
GL.S.3935, Portrait of Greer Lankton Lankton's Twiggy doll, circa 1992
GL.S.3936, Cabinet with dolls created by Lankton, including Twiggy, Acrobat on Ball and others, circa 1992
GL.S.3937, Cabinet with dolls created by Lankton, including Twiggy, Acrobat on Ball and others, circa 1992
GL.S.3938, Interior shot of Lankton's apartment with shrine to religious figures, circa 1992
GL.S.3939, Interior shot of Lankton's apartment with shrine to religious figures, circa 1992
GL.S.3940, Interior shot of Lankton's apartment with shrine to religious figures, circa 1992
GL.S.3941, Interior shot of Lankton's apartment with shrine to religious figures, circa 1992
GL.S.3942, Interior shot of Lankton's apartment with shrine to religious figures, circa 1992
GL.S.3943, Interior shot of Lankton's apartment with shrine to religious figures, circa 1992
GL.S.3944, Interior shot of Lankton's apartment with shrine to religious figures, circa 1992
GL.S.3945, Interior shot of Lankton's apartment with shrine to religious figures, circa 1992
GL.S.3946, Interior shot of Lankton's apartment with shrine to religious figures, circa 1992
GL.S.3949, Greer Lankton Lankton's Self-Portrait doll hanging out at the beauty salon, circa 1992
GL.S.3950, Greer Lankton Lankton's Acrobat on Ball, circa 1992
GL.S.3951, Greer Lankton Lankton's Acrobat on Ball, circa 1992
GL.S.3953, Twiggy and Doll Head on display, circa 1992
GL.S.3954, Twiggy and Doll Head on display, circa 1992
GL.S.4416, Ellen and Freddie sitting together, circa 1987
GL.S.4422, Freddie standing on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4423, Elllen standing on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4424, Ellen standing on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4425, Ellen standing on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4426, Ellen and Freddie sitting together, circa 1987
GL.S.2184, Life size doll stands in a dirty kitchen, with broom, gatorade bottle, and ice cream box
GL.S.3966, Unidentifed Doll holding gun to her head and Acrobat on Ball, circa 1995
GL.S.2287, Photo of two dolls, circa 1990
GL.S.2324, Photo of small devil doll, taken at a high angle and close up, with hands out stretched as if clawing upwards, circa
1990
GL.S.2315, Devil doll seated on pink plastic with the same behind, surrounded by ornate gold frame, circa 1990
GL.S.2316, Copy - Angel doll, lime green now, posed nude with one hand and knee raised in front of pink background, circa
1990
GL.S.2317, Small devil doll posed on one knee in pink space, hands raised by its side, circa 1990
GL.S.2318, Copy - Small devil doll posed on one knee in pink space, hands raised by its side, circa 1990
GL.S.2319, Copy - Small devil doll posed on one knee in pink space, hands raised by its side, circa 1990
GL.S.2320, Photo of small devil doll, on one knee and hand, reaching upwards, circa 1990
GL.S.2321, Photo of small devil doll, standing in pink space, from a distance and taken at a high angle, looking left, circa 1990
GL.S.2322, Photo of small devil doll, standing in pink space and taken at a high angle, circa 1990
GL.S.2323, Photo of small devil doll, taken at a high angle with hands out stretched as if clawing upwards, circa 1990
GL.S.2325, Photo of small devil doll, taken at a high angle with hands out stretched as if clawing upwards, circa 1990
GL.S.2326, Mirror Image - Small devil doll posed on one knee in pink space, hands raised by its side, circa 1990
GL.S.2327, Copy - Mirror Image - Small devil doll posed on one knee in pink space, hands raised by its side, circa 1990
GL.S.2328, Copy - Mirror Image - Small devil doll posed on one knee in pink space, hands raised by its side, circa 1990
GL.S.2331, Copy - Devil doll seated on pink plastic with the same behind, surrounded by ornate gold frame, circa 1990
GL.S.2332, Copy - Angel doll, lime green now, posed nude with one hand and knee raised in front of pink background, circa
1990
GL.S.2333, Copy - Angel doll, lime green now, posed nude with one hand and knee raised in front of pink background, circa
1990
GL.S.2334, Copy - Angel doll, nude, looking to the right with one hand raised, circa 1990
GL.S.2335, Copy - Angel doll, nude, posed as if prancing through green fabric space, circa 1990
GL.S.2314, Copy - Photo of a doll with curly brown hair, wearing leopard print coat and holding cigarette in pink corner, circa
1990
GL.S.2312, Angel doll, lime green now, posed nude with one hand and knee raised in front of pink background, circa 1990
GL.S.2288, Photo of two dolls, circa 1990
GL.S.2289, Photo of two dolls, circa 1990
GL.S.2290, Copy - Photo of two dolls, circa 1990
GL.S.2291, Small devil doll perched in pink fabric space, circa 1990
GL.S.2292, Small devil doll in pink fabric space, cropped from the waist up, all red with horns, long fingers, and glass eyes, circa
1990
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GL.S.2293, Small devil doll in pink fabric space, cropped from the waist up, all red with horns, long fingers, and glass eyes, etc,
circa 1990
GL.S.2294, Photo of two dolls, circa 1990
GL.S.2296, Small, nude, fat, female doll sitting on a leopard print couch smiling with her arms raised in the sunlight, circa 1990
GL.S.2300, Grey and white cat sitting in the sunshine on leopard print couch, eyes closed and licking his nose, circa 1990
GL.S.2311, Copy - Angel doll, nude, looking to the right with one hand raised, circa 1990
GL.S.2301, Photo of Devil doll on its knees in pink fabric space, looking upwards to camera which is directly above, circa 1990
GL.S.2302, Photo of Devil doll on its knees in pink fabric space, looking upwards to camera which is directly above, circa 1990
GL.S.2303, Photo of Angel doll, with blond hair and classical features, with small wings, nude with penis exposed, in green
fabric space, circa 1990
GL.S.2304, Photo of Angel doll, with blond hair and classical features, with small wings, nude with penis exposed, in green
fabric space, circa 1990
GL.S.2305, Photo of Angel and Devil dolls, Angel on his knees, fingers interlocked with Devil who it at a perpendicular angle
above him, circa 1990
GL.S.2306, Copy - Photo of Angel and Devil dolls, Angel on his knees, fingers interlocked with Devil who it at a perpendicular
angle above him, circa 1990
GL.S.2307, Angel doll, nude, leaning forward with a hand out stretched in green fabric space, circa 1990
GL.S.2308, Angel doll, nude, posed as if prancing through green fabric space, circa 1990
GL.S.2309, Angel doll, nude, looking to the right with one hand raised, circa 1990
GL.S.2310, Copy - Angel doll, nude, looking to the right with one hand raised, circa 1990
GL.S.2336, Copy - Angel doll, nude, leaning forward with a hand out stretched in green fabric space, circa 1990
GL.S.2149, One of Lankton's navel casts spread across a wire frame, held wih wire through the would-be skin, circa 1990
GL.S.2139, Photo of doll with long black hair with braid, black lipstick, purple shirt, and black beaded necklace, red figure in
background, circa 1990
GL.S.2142, Photo of small doll in red gingham dress suspended in darkness, circa 1990
GL.S.2146, Disembodied doll hands, one laid on its back fingers up, palm being split by exacto knife [or syringe] held in other
hand and wrapped in gold chain set on black plastic, circa 1990
GL.S.2147, Disembodied doll hands, one laid on its back fingers up, palm being split by exacto knife [or syringe] held in other
hand and wrapped in gold chain set on black plastic, circa 1990
GL.S.2148, Disembodied doll hands, one laid on its back fingers up, palm being split by exacto knife [or syringe] held in other
hand and wrapped in gold chain set on black plastic, circa 1990
GL.S.2137, Doll standing up, from the side, wearing red stockings, green tutu, and low black tube top with nipples peeking out,
and large red bow, circa 1990
GL.S.2138, Photo of doll with long black hair, black lipstick, purple shirt, and black beaded necklace, red figure in background,
circa 1990
GL.S.2136, Doll standing up, facing camera but body turned away, wearing red stockings, green tutu, and low black tube top
with nipples peeking out, and large red bow, circa 1990
GL.S.2125, Sculptural pair of disembodied hands crossed at the wrists and bound with barbed wire and decorated with red nail
polish, circa 1990
GL.S.2124, Sculptural pair of disembodied hands crossed at the wrists and bound with barbed wire and decorated with red nail
polish, circa 1990
GL.S.2126, Sculpture of a square piece of skin surrounding a navel, stretch across wire square and pierced with wire, circa 1990
GL.S.2135, Doll standing up, in profile, wearing red stockings, green tutu, and low black tube top with nipples peeking out, and
large red bow, circa 1990
GL.S.2131, Doll standing, facing away from the camera, with red ponytail, blue evening gloves, green polka dot tutu and red
stockings, circa 1990
GL.S.2132, Doll standing, facing away from the camera, with red ponytail, blue evening gloves, green polka dot tutu with a low-
back black top, circa 1990
GL.S.2133, Photo of doll with large nose, pencil thin eye brows, and red bow, circa 1990
GL.S.2134, Photo of doll only slightly illuminated, strong profile, glove, and tutu slightly visible in profile, circa 1990
GL.S.1092, Self-portrait doll, nude
GL.S.1086, Self-portrait doll, nude
GL.S.1087, Self-portrait doll, nude
GL.S.1088, Self-portrait doll, nude
GL.S.1089, Self-portrait doll, nude
GL.S.1090, Self-portrait doll, nude
GL.S.1091, Self-portrait doll, nude
GL.S.1093, Alternate View- Self-portrait doll, nude
GL.S.1094, Alternate View, wider angle with purple tint- Self-portrait doll, nude
GL.S.1095, Self-portrait doll, nude
GL.S.1096, Self-portrait doll, nude
GL.S.1097, Self-portrait doll, nude
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